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Abstract

Current methods for skeleton-based action recognition compute features based on

the given skeleton joint information. We show that introducing new observation points

in skeleton motion sequences and using them to create fused representations from

multiple modalities such as joints and bones, can enhance the discriminative power

of the original modalities. Moreover, such representations can be used to create new

streams in multi-stream networks that fuse constructively with other streams trained

on the original modalities, effectively exhibiting a dual behaviour and collectively

boosting the performance of the network even further. In this work, we present

certain configurations of multi-modal fusion systems with observation points that

can easily be incorporated in existing networks and improve state-of-the-art results

on the two popular J-HMDB and Kinetics-Skeleton action recognition datasets.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Action recognition is a video classification task which takes video as input, which

is a sequence of frames of RGB images, and predicts the correct class that the video

belongs to. Within this category lies the task of Skeleton Action Recognition (SAR),

where instead of RGB images, the video frames comprise a sequence of skeleton data,

which is a minimal wireframe representation, i.e. a set of 2D or 3D joint coordinates

of the person performing the action.

These action recognition methods using skeleton data show promise for many ap-

plications due to their robustness to changes in lighting conditions and backgrounds,

as well as their relatively low computational needs. Compared to a traditional RGB

motion sequence which consists of thousands of pixels per frame, skeleton motion

data usually consists of a maximum of 25 joints per human body per frame, each

of which is represented as a single 2D or 3D point. This represents several orders

of magnitude of data reduction compared to a raw image stream. Moreover, several

actions such as walk, jump, kick, etc. can be easily identified just from the spatial

and motion information of joint coordinates in skeleton motion sequences.

Skeleton motion sequences, like all real-world complex physical processes, comprise
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1.1. MOTIVATION 2

several different dimensions of information, called modalities, which are concurrently

varying to realize the process. For instance, joint coordinates, bone vectors, angles

between bones, distances between joints, etc. are distinct modalities in skeleton data

which are varying simultaneously as the person moves to perform an action. It is

worth noting that although the word modalities is used to refer to different kinds

of inputs in deep learning community, such as text and image, however, in the SAR

literature, such as [4] and [5], different kinds of information, such as joint positions and

bone vectors are also referred to as distinct modalities. Since each modality contains

some unique information about the action, it is crucial for modern SAR systems

to encapsulate this diverse multi-modal information in unified representations that

capture rich discriminative features of the underlying action for correct classification.

To this end, this work explores novel multi-modal fusion techniques for SAR.

Whereas prior methods utilize only the existing information in the dataset, this

work explores novel methods to introduce new higher dimensional data, which we

call observation points, and uses them for fusing multiple modalities of information

present in the skeleton motion sequence. This is a new area of investigation in this

field and this work presents multiple methods of constructing such observation point

based fusion systems (PFS ) with the hope of inspiring more work in this area in

future works.

1.1 Motivation

Several prior state-of-the-art methods for skeleton action recognition, such as [4],

[2], and [1], show that using multi-modal information is essential to achieve superior

performance and present their own ways of fusing multiple modalities. Despite the

Iqbal Singh - Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering



1.2. CONTRIBUTIONS 3

existence of these works, multi-modal fusion in SAR is still an open and challenging

problem and is difficult to realize with trivial approaches. General machine learning

methods provide evidence that a problem which is difficult to solve in its original

dimensionality, may become easier to solve in a higher dimensional representation.

For instance, the support vector machine (SVM) employs the kernel trick to transform

a dataset of points of positive and negative classes that cannot be linearly separated

in their original dimensionality into a higher dimensional linear separable dataset. In

this case, moving to higher dimensions enabled linear separability, which is critical for

SVM. Certain works, such as [6], show merits of introducing new points in a scene.

Inspired from this literature, we present the novel idea of using higher dimensional

observation points to fuse multi-modal information in SAR datasets. The introduc-

tion of higher dimensional observation points moves the entire dataset representation

into a higher dimensional space which facilitates multi-modal fusion and enables the

observation points to control the relative proportion of individual modalities in the

final representation. For instance, we place a two dimensional skeleton action video

inside a plane in three dimensional space and place 3D points outside the video plane.

These higher dimensional 3D points are made to interact with the 2D video to create

a 3D representation that captures multiple modalities from the skeleton video and

the placement of these points controls the relative proportions of those modalities in

the final representations. This way, the higher dimensional points are shown as an

effective means to fuse multiple modalities and control their relative proportions.

1.2 Thesis Contributions

The main contributions of this thesis are as follows:

Iqbal Singh - Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering



1.3. PUBLICATION 4

• We introduce the concept of multi-modal fusion with observation points for
skeleton action recognition.

• We present multiple constructions of possible systems that are based on this
general idea to provide concrete evidence of the merits of such systems and to
provide inspiration for further research in this area.

• We evaluate the performance of our proposed methods on public SAR datasets
and show performance enhancement on multiple existing state-of-the-art deep
learning models.

1.3 Publication

The method presented in section 4.2 is published as a paper at International

Conference on Image Processing(ICIP) 2020, titled ”Multi-Modal Fusion with Obser-

vation Points for Skeleton Action Recognition” [3].

1.4 Thesis Outline

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter 2, Background: This chapter introduces the reader to the necessary back-

ground for understanding traditional and deep learning based solutions to skeleton

action recognition problem.

Chapter 3, Related Work: This chapter briefly describes the various prior works

proposed for skeleton action recognition that formed the background knowledge in

the development of these methods.

Chapter 4, Methodology: This chapter presents the idea of observation points

based fusion systems (PFS) and multiple concrete PFS constructions that were ex-

plored in this work.

Iqbal Singh - Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering



1.4. OUTLINE 5

Chapter 5, Experimental Results: This chapter describes the experimental setup

for evaluating the methods described in the previous chapter and the discusses the

results obtained on public datasets.

Chapter 6, Conclusion: This chapter summarizes the core ideas in this work and

presents directions for further work.

Iqbal Singh - Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering



Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Classification Problem

In this work, we aim to solve a classification problem. Specifically, we are given a

set of data points where each data point belongs to exactly one category from a finite

set of categories, and the goal is to develop a system that can successfully predict

the correct category for the given data points and most importantly, for previously

unseen data points.

2.2 Deep Learning

In this work, we focus on deep learning based methods for solving the Skeleton

Action Recognition (SAR) problem. At the heart of deep learning is the idea of

an Artificial Neural Network (ANN), which is a brain inspired learning architecture

of interconnected Artificial Neurons (AN), each of which is typically a non-linear

parameterized mathematical function operating on inputs received from other neurons

connected to it’s input, and producing output to pass on to other artificial neurons

connected to it’s output. These ANs are typically organized in layers that are stacked

6



2.2. DEEP LEARNING 7

one over the other with the lowest layer of neurons directly processing the input, and

each successive higher layer processing the outputs of previous layers in an attempt to

learn progressively complex patterns in the input that become highly discriminative

features at the highest layer and predict the correct output category.

Just like the human mind is trained to recognize different objects by seeing the

object in different settings, these ANNs are trained in a similar fashion by show-

ing them different inputs and their correct category under a mathematical training

method called the backpropagation algorithm. The purpose of this training is to

iteratively change the parameter values of all the ANs that are part of the ANN

architecture such that it performs progressively better at classification.

Complex ANN architectures require large computational power to train, which was

neither available nor affordable during the last century. However, with the emergence

of graphics processing units (GPUs), a dramatic rise in computer processing and

storage efficiency and a drop in component costs, coupled with the availability of

large scale publicly available datasets for various classification problems, deep learning

based research has exploded in the past decade.

After the seminal paper [7] established the superiority of ANN based deep learning

systems on the image classification problem, they have become mainstream methods

to solve several other classification problems that are even more challenging. Among

these is the video classification problem, commonly referred to as Action Recognition,

which is the subject area of interest of this work.

Iqbal Singh - Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering



2.3. SKELETON ACTION RECOGNITION 8

2.3 Skeleton Action Recognition

In the problem of Action Recognition, an ANN is given as input an ordered

sequence of video frames where each frame of motion represents the snapshot of

a video at a certain time instant, and the ANN is tasked to predict the correct

category to which the input video belongs. This problem is more challenging than

image classification and demands more sophisticated ANN architectures because in

addition to learning the key spatial components that relate to a particular category,

it also needs to learn the temporal evolution of those components in order to be able

to correctly predict the true category. For instance, the videos for related categories

such as “stand up” and “sit down” occur in the same spatial setting, but the motion

in the former category is the reverse of the latter, which necessitates the network to

learn temporal order together with spatial organization.

In this work, we explore a version of the Action Recognition problem called Skele-

ton Action Recognition (SAR). In this problem setting, the task is video classification,

in which the frames in the input video do not contain pixel representations like RGB

or gray scale images. Instead, every frame of video contains a set of positions of

key joints in the human body, which together are referred to as a skeleton, at that

particular instant of time.

The neural network receives the skeleton representations of a subset of videos

from the SAR dataset as input and aims to predict the correct category of the video.

The input skeleton video representation consists of several frames, where each frame

contains the coordinates of the joints in the skeleton of the human body at that

particular time instant.

Iqbal Singh - Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering



2.3. SKELETON ACTION RECOGNITION 9

2.3.1 Datasets

These input videos for training the network come from SAR datasets. There

are several SAR datasets which have been captured by researchers working on this

problem and which have been made available to advance the field. These datasets

have become benchmarks to evaluate the relative performance of different methods

proposed to solve the problem over time. Most commonly, there are three differ-

ent methods to prepare SAR datasets, each of which produces a slightly different

coordinate representation of joints as described below.

The first method to prepare a SAR dataset is to manually convert an existing ac-

tion recognition dataset that contains RGB videos with the help of human annotators

who label the coordinate positions of joints of the person performing action in each

frame of every video, with the help of a software tool. Since the human marks a pixel

location on the image as the position of a joint, coordinates in the skeleton dataset

end up being two dimensional (x,y) pairs. An example of a dataset created like this

is the J-HMDB skeleton action recognition dataset [8]. This dataset was prepared

from a subset of videos of the HMDB video action recognition dataset, with human

annotated joint positions.

The second method to prepare a SAR dataset is to automatically convert an

existing action recognition dataset that contains RGB videos with the help of a pose

estimation system, which is a computer software system that takes as input an RGB

video frame and outputs the estimated position of every joint of the person performing

action in the input frame. Since this is an automated system, it is prone to error in

estimation and so the pose estimator, along with emitting the (x,y) coordinates of

joint positions, typically also emits a confidence score ‘c’ for every predicted joint

Iqbal Singh - Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering



2.3. SKELETON ACTION RECOGNITION 10

position as the joint’s third coordinate, making every joint’s position information

a three dimensional tuple (x,y,c). An example of a dataset created like this is the

Kinetics-skeleton skeleton [9] action recognition dataset. This dataset was prepared

from the kinetics-400 video action recognition dataset, with the help of the pose

estimation system proposed by [10].

The third method to prepare a SAR dataset is to employ human players to perform

actions of interest for various categories of the chosen classification problem, and

capture the three dimensional coordinate positions of their moving joints as they

perform the actions by using a 3D motion sensor such as the Kinect sensor made

by Microsoft. Since the motion sensor capture three dimensional coordinates of joint

positions, every joint in such datasets is represented by a 3D tuple (x,y,z). An example

of a dataset created like this is the NTU-RGB+D [11] skeleton action recognition

dataset.

2.3.2 Preprocessing

An SAR dataset is often required to be processed prior to feeding it to the ANN,

typically for one of the following three purposes:

• To make the input’s shape and dimensions compatible with the ANN’s input

specification. This may be required if the ANN architecture was originally

created for a different problem or dataset.

• To normalize the inputs. This step modifies the inputs such that the mean of

the input data is 0 and its standard deviation is 1. This step is a common best

practice in the deep learning literature.

Iqbal Singh - Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering



2.3. SKELETON ACTION RECOGNITION 11

• To compute hand crafted features to feed as inputs to the network. This is done

to provide the network with a modified input that the researcher believes has

more information than the original data in the dataset, is more descriptive, and

will lead the network to perform better.

2.3.3 Network Architecture

After preparing the dataset, the next requirement to solve the SAR problem with

deep learning is to develop an ANN architecture. An ANN is developed, trained, and

evaluated in a Deep Learning Framework (DLF). A DLF provides facilities to easily

describe the ANN architecture and perform ANN training. Commonly used DLFs

include tensorflow, pytorch, among others. Developing an ANN architecture requires

some expertise of the chosen DLF and also the problem domain, because a high

performance ANN architecture typically contains components that are specifically

designed to enable various parts of the ANN input to interact in strategic patterns

inspired from the researcher’s knowledge of the problem, leading to the generation of

highly discriminative intermediate representations that correctly classify that inputs

among various categories. A researcher may choose to start with an existing publicly

available ANN architecture proposed by other researchers in the past, and extend it

with her own ideas.

The following paragraphs briefly describes the most important ANN architectures

and accompanying concepts that are crucial for understanding the contents of the

following chapters.

• Fully Connected Neural Network (FCNN) – These networks are composed

of a stack of Fully Connected Layer (FCL)s of varying number of neurons and

Iqbal Singh - Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering



2.3. SKELETON ACTION RECOGNITION 12

each layer is followed by a non-linear activation function. A FCL contains a

matrix of trainable weights whose first dimension’s size matches the input tensor

and the second dimension matches the size of the input to next layer. The input

is first multiplied with this weight matrix and the resulting output is passed to

a non-linear activation function. The presence of non-linearity after every FCL

enables the network to model sophisticated intermediate representations that

capture discriminative patterns for accurate classification. The following non-

linear activations functions are popular and commonly used in most modern

ANNs.

– Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) – This function replaces all negative values

in it’s input with zeros and leaves the positive values unchanged. This

function is typically used as an efficient non-linearity in the hidden layers of

ANNs to model intermediate representation. The mathematical notation

is as follows:

ReLU(z) = max(0, z)

– Sigmoid – The sigmoid function squashes every element of the tensor to

a floating point number between 0 and 1. This function is typically used

for binary classification such that if the value emitted by this function is

closer to 0, the prediction is assumed to belong to the former class and

latter otherwise. The mathematical notation is as follows:

sigmoid(z) =
1

1 + e−z

Iqbal Singh - Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering



2.3. SKELETON ACTION RECOGNITION 13

– Tanh – The Tanh function squashes every element of the tensor to a floating

point number between -1 and 1. This function is used in several important

architectures such as the Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) described

below. The mathematical notation is as follows:

tanh(z) =
ez − e−z

ez + e−z

– Softmax – This function converts the input vector into a probability dis-

tribution such that the sum of all the elements of the vector is 1 after

passing through softmax. This function is typically applied at the out-

put fully connected layer of multi-class classification networks where the

output vector has as many elements as the number of classes in the classi-

fication problem and the index of the element having the highest value in

the tensor is chosen to be the predicted class of the input. Mathematical

notation is as follows –

softmax(z)i =
exp(zi)∑
j exp(zj))

Although the FCNN architecture is theoretically capable of modeling any func-

tion, it performs worse in practice on most learning tasks than the ANN ar-

chitectures described below. This is because FCNNs have a large number of

parameters due to absence of parameter sharing when compared to other net-

works having the same number of layers, which adversely affects the FCNNs’

ability to generalize to unseen data points. Moreover, the generic design of

FCNN lacks interesting domain specific architectural features, which hinders it

Iqbal Singh - Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering



2.3. SKELETON ACTION RECOGNITION 14

from learning generalizable patterns from observed data points or training data,

such as the spatial translation and rotation invariance as described above. For

instance, a FCNN trained with dog images at the top left of an image will fail

to recognize the same dog if it appears at the bottom right.

• Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) – Convolutional neural networks

are designed to capture hierarchical spatial patterns with translation invariance.

A CNN is composed of a hierarchy of convolution layers, and every layer con-

tains a set of convolution filters of small dimensions compared to the input. A

convolution filter contains learnable parameters and slides over the input hor-

izontally and vertically to find a task-specific pattern that is learned during

CNN training. The output feature map of a filter has high values at all loca-

tions where the dot product of weights of the filter and the values surrounding

that location in the input is high, which means that the filter has found the

pattern it was looking for. Every convolution layer produces a stack of feature

maps having one map per filter present in the layer. In the next step, this

stack is typically passed through a non-linearity and subsequently through a

pooling layer, whose job is to shrink the dimensions of this convolution output

to increase the receptive field of the next convolution layer. The pooling layer

does not have trainable weights and uses a pre-defined method such as choosing

the maximum or average value to summarize every spatial window location.

The next convolution layer operates on a spatially compressed stack of features,

which enables its filters to process a wider view of the input even with the same

filter size as the previous layer. In this fashion, the convolution layers learn to

compose increasingly complex patterns from input. For instance, for a CNN
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trained on a face detection task, the filters of first layer may detect various edge

orientations whereas the second layer’s filters may compose these edge detec-

tions to detect curves of various shapes, while the following layer’s filters further

compose these curve detections to detect facial parts such as eyes, nose, ears,

and chin, etc. The final convolution layer will compose the facial parts to detect

the complete face. Although an FCNN is applied after convolution layers for

classification, the sliding window approach of convolution layers enables weight

sharing which drastically reduces the number of parameters and also provides

translation invariance in the output features, both of which are absent in a pure

FCNN.

• Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)s – RNNs are typically applied to cap-

ture patterns in sequential inputs such as text or time series data, including

audio or video. The input sequence is processed iteratively, one token at a

time. RNNs also employ weight sharing for every token in the sequence and

maintain an internal state that tracks the tokens received in the past sequence.

At every step, this internal hidden state which captures a summary of past

tokens and the order in which they were received, is also passed as input to

the RNN, along with the next token in the input sequence. The internal archi-

tecture of RNNs updates the internal state at every time step by multiplying

the previous state and current input with learnable parameters and applying a

non-linearity.

This basic RNN architecture suffers from its inability to maintain state infor-

mation for long sequences, which was significantly improved upon in the LSTM

architecture [12]. The LSTM has internal mechanisms called gates, which have
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learnable parameters to enable it to regulate the flow of information. The vari-

ous gates in an LSTM are: input gate, forget gate, and output gate. In addition,

the LSTM also maintains a cell state along with the hidden state.

The LSTM performs the following sequence of operations for every token it

receives from the input sequence: The forget gate decides which information

should be kept or thrown away from the previous cell state. Specifically, the

forget gate passes the previous hidden state and current input token through

the sigmoid function, which squashes the values between 0 and 1, where a value

closer to 0 means forget and a value close to 1 means keep the information. This

forget mask is multiplied with the previous cell state to filter out the useless

information.

The input gate uses a similar squashing mechanism to filter useless information

from the tanh modified previous hidden state and current input prior to adding

it to the cell state.

Similarly, the hidden state is updated by first filtering the previous hidden

state and current input token through the output gate’s sigmoid function and

multiplying it with the updated and tanh modified cell state.

LSTMs have been successfully employed in several state-of-the-art neural net-

works for solving a broad range of problems including text generation, text

classification, speech to text, language translation, image and video captioning,

etc.

• Transformer – Transformers [13] alleviate the problem of sequential execu-

tion of LSTMs by proposing a parallel computation architecture that uses
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self-attention to capture contextual relationships between input tokens. Trans-

former is composed of an encoder and a decoder where the encoder is a parallel

computation architecture that uses a stack of encoder blocks to produce a con-

textualized representation of every element in the input sequence, while the

decoder is sequential in execution like the RNNs and uses a stack of decoder

blocks to sequentially generate the output token. The decoder uses attention

over the encoder outputs and its own outputs generated so far to emit the next

output token.

The architecture of transformer encoder uses FCLs, normalization layers, resid-

ual connections, Dropouts and ReLU non-linearities for its operations. While

the entire architecture is sophisticated, for the purpose of understanding the

content of this work, the following steps describe the core self-attention mech-

anism employed in the transformer encoder.

Since the encoder is parallel, it needs to embed positional information in every

input token. For this, every input token vector is passed through a positional

embedding layer which adds a hand crafted positional vector composed of sine

and cosine functions to the input. This operation is only performed once before

feeding the sequence to the stack of transformer encoder blocks.

The Encoder blocks hierarchically process the outputs received from previous

blocks. Every encoder block preforms the following self-attention steps to gather

context:

– In the first step, every input token is passed through three FCLs – the key,

query, and value layers. This generates the key, query and value vectors

from the input token.
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– In order to learn the contribution of other tokens present in the input se-

quence towards the output representation of every token, the query vector

of every token is fused with the key vectors of all other tokens through

the dot product operation, which yields a scalar value per token. This

vector of scalar values is passed through the softmax function to generate

a probability distribution of relative contributions.

– For every token, the value vectors of the entire sequence are multiplied

by their relative contribution scores calculated for this token and added

together. These contextualized value vector for every token are passed

through another FCL layer to produce the output contextualized vector of

the transformer encoder block.

• Graph Neural Network (GNN) – The prior architectures fail to capture the

graph-like structure of various real-world problems. The GNN [14] was designed

to embed the structural knowledge of the problem in the learning process. The

input to a GNN has to be in the form of a graph, which contains vectors for

nodes and edges and an adjacency matrix that describes connectivity informa-

tion. The internal architecture of GNNs represents each node and edge with a

recurrent network such as LSTM, and gathers context sequentially over multi-

ple time steps. To update a node, at every time step, the node’s representation

is concatenated with the edge representations of the edges that are connected

to it and passed through the recurrent unit, whose output is the updated node

representation. Similarly, to update an edge, the edge’s representation is con-

catenated with their source and target node representations and passed through

their recurrent units.
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At every time step, every node and edge in the graph is updated. This process

continues for a finite number of time steps and enables every node to gather

context from other nodes and edges in the graph. The final graph representation

can be used for graph or node classification problems.

• Graph Convolutional Neural Network (GCN) – GCNs use convolutional

layers instead of the recurrent units used in GNNs, which speeds up execution

and also provides the hierarchical composition capabilities of CNNs.The GCN

architecture consists of a hierarchy of graph convolution layers, each of which

takes as input the graph representation from previous layer, applies the graph

convolution over it, and passes the resulting graph to the next layer. The graph

representation consists of vectors representation of every node and an adjacency

matrix A that describes the connections between nodes. The graph convolution

operation contextualizes the input nodes with the information of neighboring

nodes by multiplying the node feature vectors with normalized A, followed by

product with a trainable weight matrix and non-linearity.

2.3.4 Training and Evaluation

After defining the ANN architecture, the next stage in solving the SAR problem

is to train the network on the SAR dataset. For this purpose, the SAR dataset is

split into a training set and a test set, where the training set is usually much larger

than the test set. The former is used to modify the ANN’s parameters using the

backpropagation algorithm, while the latter set is used to evaluate the ability of the

trained ANN to correctly classify the unseen samples from the knowledge it acquired

from training, and the percentage of correctly classified samples from test set is used as
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the evaluation metric in this work for relative comparison of performance of different

networks on the SAR dataset.

The training process is described in the following steps. Since some of the modern

SAR datasets are very large in size to fit in either DRAM or GPU memory, the samples

in the dataset are organized into batches, which are equal sized chunks containing

multiple samples. A sample consists of the input skeleton motion sequence for the

ANN, and the correct classification label. The entire dataset is fed batch by batch

to the network during the training. One complete round of batch-wise training on

the entire training set is called an epoch. At the end of every epoch, the network’s

accuracy is measured and reported on the test set. The training continues for several

epochs until the desired criteria to stop the training is achieved. One possible criteria

is to monitor the test accuracy after every epoch and stop the training when the

accuracy stops improving further. At every step of the epoch, the next batch of

samples is retrieved from the dataset and passed through the ANN layer by layer

until the final classification layer’s softmax prediction scores are received for every

sample in the batch. This is called the forward-pass since the computation proceeds

from the input layer towards the final classification layer.

The next step is to define a metric to measure how well the network performed on

this batch and guides the update for every learnable parameter such that the network

performs even better on this batch in the next epoch. This is done with the help of

a loss function. Similar to every operation in the ANN, the loss function is also a

differentiable function and it receives the prediction scores of ANN and the correct

labels from the dataset and emits a scalar value that measures the gap between net-

work predictions and correct labels. The next step starts by differentiating the loss
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function to find the partial derivatives of the loss function w.r.t. the classification

layer’s learnable parameters, and then proceeds iteratively backwards layer by layer,

using the chain rule of differentiation to compute the gradients of every layer’s pa-

rameters from the already computed gradients of the next layer, until the input layer

is reached. This step is called the backward-pass since the gradients are calculated

starting from the last classification layer and moving backwards through the ANN

towards the input layer. These gradients define the right direction of updating every

parameter to reduce the value of loss for this batch. However, the parameters are not

yet updated. The parameter update is performed by a component of DLF called the

optimizer which uses a set of user-supplied parameters, called hyperparameters, along

with the gradients computed in the last step to find the right magnitude of change

for every parameter.

One critical hyperparameter of the optimizer is the learning rate, which controls

the magnitude of change in the direction of gradient. A lower learning rate will

lead to a small changes in the parameter values and vice versa. Modern optimizers

internally maintain a per parameter learning rate for smooth training. In the next

step, the optimizer modifies the parameters in the direction of the gradients computed

in the last step but the magnitude of change per parameter is typically controlled by

its internal state. As the training proceeds, it is necessary to reduce the learning

rate gradually in order to stabilize and converge the training process towards the

optimal parameters. Otherwise, in the later epochs, the loss and test accuracy will

keep oscillating. This is achieved with the help of another component of a DLF

called the learning rate scheduler, which monitors a user-supplied metric, such as the

loss or test accuracy and tracks its value to automatically change the learning rate
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hyperparameter of the optimizer. In this way, batch by batch, over several epochs,

the training process changes the parameters until they reach their optimal values

such that the network learns task specific patterns. This iterative, gradient driven

method comprising forward and backward passes for training the ANNs is called the

backpropagation algorithm because the parameters are updated by propagating the

gradients of the loss in the backward direction.
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Chapter 3

Related Work

Skeleton-based Action Recognition has advanced rapidly over the past few years

due to the compilation of novel large-scale skeleton datasets. These datasets have

drawn from both advancements in skeleton motion capture using available high pre-

cision depth sensors, as well as improvements in pose estimation algorithms [10] that

have been used to convert existing RGB action recognition datasets into new skeleton

datasets, such as the Kinetics-Skeleton dataset [9].

The methods proposed in the past to solve the skeleton action recognition problem

can be broadly classified into two categories - Traditional and Deep Learning Methods.

Traditional methods relied on pattern analysis methods, including machine learning

algorithms, using hand crafted features as inputs. These methods were prevalent

prior to the advent of deep learning that proved effective at automatically learning

good features from inputs as part of learning in neural network architectures.
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3.1 Traditional Methods

Traditional methods have focussed on computing highly discriminative hand engi-

neered features for motion classification. Some methods use various aspects of skele-

ton geometry as a measure of inter-class discrimination. We briefly describe certain

traditional approaches employed for Skeleton Action Recognition (SAR) problems.

In [15], a skeleton embedding is proposed with 9 geometric features that include

computing distances and angles between joints, lines and planes in the skeleton.

In [16], a 22 dimensional body pose vector is computed consisting of 3D unit vectors,

planar angles, and 3D normals. Similarly, [17] represent skeletons as angle vectors,

segment skeleton motion into sets of frames, and then sort the joints using per joint

variance as the measure of information.

Some methods further transform proposed geometric features into histograms,

Fisher vectors, or other formulations for better discriminative power. For example,

[18] compute histograms of 4D normals for motion classification, whereas [19] define

quads as sets of 4 consecutive joints that are transformed into new coordinates, and

use their Fisher vector representation.

Other methods design new algorithms to create discriminative features. For in-

stance, [20] represent skeleton motion as curves on a Lie group, which are mapped to

Lie algebra and combined with dynamic time warping and a Fourier temporal pyra-

mid for classification. Alternately, [21] propose a simplified non-probabilistic version

of Fisher kernels called super normal vectors.

Yet other methods exploit skeleton interactions in multi-person interactions, such

as a hand shake. For instance, [22] segment skeleton joints into 5 distinct parts and

compute the Euclidean distance of 8 interaction pairs, which are then converted into
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histograms.

These methods are discussed in detail below -

The work of [15] proposes a 1,683 dimensional feature vector to represent 3D

human pose, called geometric pose descriptor, which consists of 9 geometric features

- Joint Coordinate, Joint-Joint distance, Joint-Joint Orientation, Joint-Line distance,

Line-Line angle, Joint-Plane Distance, Line-Plane Angle, Plane-Plane Angle, and

Joint-Kinetics. The last feature encodes joint’s velocity and acceleration. The authors

define a criteria to choose the subset of joints, lines and planes to compute the feature.

Next, a novel 3D pose distance algorithm is proposed that learns a mahalanobis

distance metric.

In [18], depth motion sequences are represented as 4 dimensional surfaces such

that the unit 4D normals to these surfaces encode the gradient magnitude in the 4-th

dimension. Although normals appear equivalent to gradients, however, the addition

of the 4th dimension, and the presence of gradient magnitude in the normals, makes

the histogram of these 4D normals(HON4D) more discriminative for certain cases

than histogram of 3D gradients(HOG3D), as demonstrated in the results on action

recognition datasets.

The approach of [23] represents a skeletal action sequence as several time series

of skeletal medial axis features which are composed of positions, tangents, and shape

context features computed for a pre-defined hierarchy of chains, X/Y junctions and

double X-Y junctions extracted from the human skeleton. The time series of these

skeletal representations are then modeled using Linear Dynamical Systems (LDSs)

and Martin Distance is used to compare these LDSs while training a learning sys-

tem for action recognition that is comprised of multi-class Multiple Kernel Learning
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(MKL) Algorithm with Kernel-Support Vector Machine (SVM).

In [19] a local skeleton descriptor is proposed called a skeletal quad, which is a

connected chain of 4 joints transformed to a new co-ordinate system where the first

and last joints are always mapped to [0,0,0] and [1,1,1], and the transformed co-

ordinates of the middle two joints form the 6-dimensional representation (2 pairs of

(x,y,z)) of the skeletal quad. The entire skeleton action is represented by a set of such

skeletal quads. This set is then transformed into a set of multi-level fisher vectors

that preserves the temporal dependency of skeletons in action. This final fisher vector

representation is trained with a multi-class Linear SVM.

The work in [22] builds a body-part interaction model for multi-person interac-

tions. The skeleton joints are segmented into 5 body parts (head, left leg, left arm,

right leg, right arm) and 8 interaction pairs of matching body parts of two skeletons

are defined. Next, a poselet feature is computed, which is composed of the Euclidean

distance between joints of each interaction pair for the same frame (joint distance)

and for different frames (joint motion), followed by a contrast mining algorithm that

learns the essential poselets for each interaction class (handshake, kick, etc.). The

occurrence histograms over the extracted essential poselets dictionary are used for

classification via SVM.

The approach of [16] is to first prepare a body motion matrix where each row

represents a frame of video, and stores a 22-dimensional body pose vector in a person

centric co-ordinate system, consisting of 4 3D unit vectors (for upper arms, lower

arms, thighs, and legs), 4 planar angles (one each between an upper body part and its

corresponding lower body part), and 2 3D normals (where the 1st normal is of a plane

containing the upper arms, and the 2nd for the lower arms). These representations
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are then transformed into motion primitives (MP) co-occurrence matrices with the

help of a motion template codebook that is learned by applying k-means of body pose

vectors. The MP co-occurrence pattern from actions to classes is represented as a

graph and the action classification problem is formulated as finding an MP clique in

that graph that is most likely to occur.

In [17] a novel representation is proposed called Sequences of most informative

joints (SMIJ ). First, the skeleton is represented via angles between pairs of con-

nected limbs. Then, the motion sequence is segmented, and the variance operator

of every joint in each segment is used as its representation in the feature vector for

that segment. The joints in each segment’s feature vector are then sorted based on

their informativeness, which is the final SMIJ feature. The paper compares SMIJ

performance to 3 other proposed features – Histogram of motion words (HMW ), Lin-

ear Dynamical System Parameters (LDSP), and Histograms of the most informative

joints (HMIJ ), and shows superior results of the former over all the latter represen-

tations on multiple datasets such as Berkeley MHAD, HDM05, and MSR Action3D.

3.2 Deep Learning Methods

With the rising popularity of deep learning over recent years and the availability

of large scale skeleton datasets, several deep learning based approaches have also

been proposed. Certain methods propose pure Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)-

or Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)-based architectures, while others use their

combination. Instead of using the complete skeleton as input, some works like [24] and

[11] explore learning from part-based sub-networks, where [24] divide the skeleton into

5 parts - left arm, right arm, trunk, left leg, and right leg and propose a hierarchical
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RNN that fuses the representations learned in the lower layer subnets as inputs to

higher layers. Similarly, [11] propose a part-aware Long Short Term Memory (LSTM)

model that uses separate LSTM cells for 5 body parts with shared output gates. Some

works, like [25], show value in using domain knowledge from hand-engineered features

with deep learning and study the geometric features proposed in [15] as inputs to

RNNs.

In the CNN-based methods, single- and multi-stream architecture variations of

1D [1], 2D [26] and 3D [27] CNNs have been used. For instance, [1] propose a 1D CNN

architecture that takes as input an embedding constructed from joint-joint distance

matrices to model spatial information and consecutive frame differences for temporal

information, showing good performance with a considerable reduction in network

size. Alternately, [26] train three 2D CNNs with score fusion, where each network

is trained on a different projection of color-coded joint trajectories. Similarly, [27]

propose two-stream 3D CNNs for separate spatial and temporal feature learning,

whereas [28] and [29] propose a Temporal Convolutional network and its variants that

employ stacked convolutional units to compute 1D convolutions across the temporal

domain. View-invariance [30] uses a two-stream CNN- and RNN-based deep network

with view-adaptation sub-networks that model a moving camera to learn the optimal

rotation and translation parameters to convert a motion to a standard viewpoint.

Certain works build intuitive deep learned representations, such as [31], which run

a pose estimator on RGB data to extract joint heatmaps which are then joint-wise

temporally aggregated to obtain clip-level pose motion representation.

More recently, there has been an interest in the application of graph-based neural

networks for skeleton action recognition, due to their inherent similarity with the
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graph structure of the skeleton representation. In [9], a spatio-temporal Graph Con-

volutional Neural Network (GCN) is introduced. Multi-stream graph networks that

learn various aspects of skeleton information have also been proposed, such as [32],

who create a synthetic occlusion dataset and propose a novel multi-stream GCN-

based architecture to alleviate performance deterioration. Alternately, [2] create a

two-stream GCN for training with joint and bone information separately with score

fusion, whereas [4] proposes a Graph Neural Network (GNN) that learns from a fused

input graph, with joint information modeled as graph nodes and bone information

as graph edges to capture the relationships between joints and bones. These graph

networks also employ different variants of an adaptive strategy that learns the adja-

cency matrix of the input skeletons to explore more informative joint connections. In

contrast to these expert-designed architectures, [33] apply neural searching to learn

a GCN for skeleton action recognition.

These methods are discussed in detail below -

The method of [24] discusses the need to model the movements of individual

body parts and their combinations together to effectively recognize various human

actions. To this end, they split the human skeleton in every frame of skeleton motion

sequence into 5 parts – left arm, right arm, trunk, left leg, and right leg, and propose

a hierarchical bi-directional recurrent neural network architecture that successively

fuses these parts hierarchically. The first fusion layer fuses the forward and backward

recurrent embeddings of the trunk part with each of the other four parts to form four

fused parts – left arm trunk, right arm trunk, left leg trunk and right leg trunk. The

second fusion layer fuses the first two parts to form the upper body and the second

two parts to form the lower body representation. The final fusion layer fuses the
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upper body and lower body together into the final skeleton representation. Recurrent

layers are applied prior to every fusion operation.

In [11], the authors contribute a popular large scale SAR dataset called NTU-

RGB+D comprising of and propose a novel part-aware LSTM(P-LSTM). They con-

catenate the various joints of a skeleton in every frame into 5 parts – two hands,

two legs, and torso. The architecture of P-LSTM consists of separate cells inside it,

one for each of these 5 body parts. Every part cell consists of a dedicated input,

input modulation, and forget gates, but the output gate of all part cells of P-LSTM

is shared. This formulation aims to interpret actions as interactions between body

parts by maintaining the motion history of every part independently inside the P-

LSTM, and representing the body as a combination of part contexts through the

shared output gate.

Although deep learning methods aim to automatically extract good intermediate

representations from inputs, [25] argue that without any human expert guidance,

these networks tend to overfit, especially in the case of a small training dataset. The

authors claim that feeding a basic LSTM network with properly designed features

can be superior to a more sophisticated deep network that directly works on the raw

inputs. To this end, they take features proposed in [15] and feed it to a simple LSTM

and show superior performance on multiple SAR datasets such as SBU-Kinect, NTU-

RGB+D, UT-Kinect, and Berkeley MHAD. In these experiments, the authors also

study the relative performance of these geometric features and find joint-line distance

feature to be more discriminative than other features. Moreover, the authors establish

that a small subset of joint-line distances is sufficiently representative for classification

by observing the sparsity in weights of the first LSTM layer.
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The method of [1] proposes a multi-stream 1D CNN network architecture that

uses joint-joint distances feature as input to first stream, difference of joint coordi-

nates of consecutive frames as input to second stream difference of joint coordinates

of alternative frames as input to third stream, and the latter part of the network con-

catenates the features learned from these three streams and processes them together.

Joint-joint distances feature provides location-viewpoint invariance because this fea-

ture remains invariant under certain transformations such as rotations and shifting,

while the latter two streams together achieve motion scale invariance because the

motion is being observed at different speeds. Light implementation with 1D CNN

blocks enables the network to run at super fast speeds of upto 3500 FPS.

The method of [26] creates a visual representation called Joint Trajectory Maps(JTMs)

of the skeleton motion sequence using the HSV color space for use with CNNs. A

joint’s motion trajectory is a vector of it’s coordinate differences in consecutive frames.

The hue component of HSV is used to color code the JTMs with different colormaps

for different joints, whereas the saturation and brightness components are used to

model variations in motion magnitude and speed. These visual representations of 3D

joint trajectories are then projected onto three orthogonal planes(top view, left view,

and side view) and fed as input to three CNNs, one CNN per view, and the output

scores are fused to get final prediction.

Another version of this idea of color coding the joint trajectories is proposed in [31],

where the authors pass every frame of RGB action recognition datasets through the

OpenPose [10] pose estimator to get 2D SAR representation where video is a set of

frames and every frame is a set of 2D joint coordinates. In the next step, every frame

is color coded with a different color based on its temporal index. Next step performs
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joint-wise temporal aggregation to create trajectory maps where every 2D map paints

the color coded temporal trajectory of a specific joint. This stack of 2D color coded

trajectory maps is a fixed size representation of every video that is used as input to a

CNN for classification. This feature is also shown to be complementary to standard

RGB stream features by achieving state-of-the-art prediction accuracy after fusion.

The typical approach used in deep learning to generate discriminative represen-

tations from video data containing both spatial and temporal information consists of

two steps. The first step employs CNNs to either extract a feature vector containing

spatial information per frame, or a 3D CNN to capture a sequence of short-range

spatio-temporal feature vectors. In the second step, these features and fed as input

to a recurrent model such as LSTM to learn long range temporal patterns. Although

CNNs are fast owing to their parallelism, but since they do not share weights along

the temporal dimension, using them to capture long range temporal patterns is sub-

optimal for network size. Similarly, recurrent models can capture long range temporal

patterns but are slow owing to their sequential execution.

In order to efficiently capture long range temporal patterns at the speed of CNNs,

[28] proposed Temporal Convolutional Networks(TCNs), which employ a hierarchical

encoder decoder architecture that successive applies a stack of 1D convolutions along

the temporal dimension followed by non-linearity and pooling layers in the encoder

part, and upsampling layers that duplicate every element twice followed by convo-

lutions in the decoder part. The size of the output is the same as input with one

output per input frame, with the additional benefit of parallelism as all outputs are

produced at once.

A re-designed TCN for SAR, called Res-TCN, is proposed in [29] that provides
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interpretability at every layer of the network. Convolutional filters in the first con-

volutional layer are shown to be learning motion patterns such as jitter movement

of right hand joints, which is captured as a sharp peak in weights of these joints.

The deeper layers of Res-TCN are residual units that act as gates that control the

amount of input information by adding or subtracting a weighted version of the in-

coming signal and can be recursively traced back first convolution layer that models

interpretable skeletal motion.

The value of observing 3D skeleton motion sequence from different view-points

is presented in [30], where a view-adaptation sub-neural network is used to model

a moving camera that learns to predict the optimal point of view for every frame

and the coordinates of every frame are first transformed from the global coordinate

system to the camera coordinate system using the translation and rotation parameters

predicted by the sub-network prior to action classification. The network has two

streams consisting of a CNN and RNN classification networks, each have a view-

adaptation sub-network in front. The scores from the two streams are fused together

for final action class prediction.

Since the structure of human skeleton can be naturally perceived as a graph of joint

nodes connected with bones as edges, [9] represent the skeleton motion sequence as a

spatio-temporal graph and propose a spatio-temporal graph convolutional network to

automatically capture discriminative features from the graph-like spatial configura-

tion and temporal dynamics of joints. This work also contributed the kinetics-skeleton

dataset by automatically extracting joint coordinates from Kinetics-400 action recog-

nition dataset with the help of OpenPose [10] pose estimator.

Spatial and temporal occlusions often occur while capturing real motion scenarios,
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and neural networks suffer significant drop in performance when trained on unoc-

cluded datasets but tested on occluded motion sequences. To alleviate this accuracy

loss, [32] propose a multi-stream network architecture called richly activated graph

convolutional network which is based on ST-GCN [9]. The core idea is to adapt Class

Activation Map(CAM) technique [34] for SAR where the spatial (x,y) coordinates are

replaced with (i,t), where index i represents joint number in frame at index t. The

CAM output of the previous stream provides discriminative joints learned by that

stream, which are referred to as activated joints and are used as a mask input to the

second stream to inform it about the joints that have been activated already, thereby

forcing it to explore discriminative features from unactivated joints. This step-wise

guided activation process is referred to as rich activation.

The manually defined fixed structure of the spatio-temporal graph modeled from

human skeleton motion in [9] along with the absence of second order information

such as lengths and directions of bones are described as significant disadvantages

in [2] which proposes adaptive graph convolution layers that generate learnable adja-

cency matrices via self-attention mechanism in every GCN layer to model local sample

specific patterns and a global learnable adjacency matrix to model task specific pat-

terns, in addition to the fixed adjacency matrix employed in prior works. Moreover,

another stream is trained separately with bone information as input to learn second

order information and the scores of these two streams are fused together to get the

final prediction.

The [2] network is further enhanced by the same authors in [5]. In this work, the

authors transform the original two-stream network into a four stream network, where

the additional two streams are motions streams that take joint and bone motion
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features as inputs. These motion features are computed by taking the different of

corresponding joints and bones in consecutive frames to get joint motion vectors

and bone deformation vectors. Moreover, the authors introduce a spatial-temporal-

channel attention module that re-weights features along the three dimensional output

tensor of every layer. This three way attention module further boosts performance

by enabling the network to pay more attention to relevant parts of the features for

various tasks.

Another work by the same authors of [2] and published in the same conference

notes that although joint and bone information are complementary for SAR, but

the appropriate incorporation of these two types of data to capture the relationship

between them remains a problem to be solved, for which they propose Directed GNN

in [4] that model the skeleton motion sequence inside a GNN where nodes model the

joint information and edges model the bone information. The authors use incidence

matrix instead of adjacency matrix to connect edges to their respective joints, and

the incidence matrix is learnable, which enables the idea of probabilistic edges having

several possible source and target joints with different attention weights to learn task

specific topologies. Moreover, the authors propose a two-stream architecture which

segments spatial and temporal information into separate streams with score fusion

for final prediction.

3.3 Discussion

While the dream of a deep learning researcher is to develop sophisticated neural

network architectures that can automatically engineer effective features for classifica-

tion, modern state-of-the-art SAR networks heavily rely on hand engineered features.
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Specifically, [25] have shown that a simple network trained with hand crafted features

proposed in the past can easily outperform a much more sophisticated deep net-

work that receives raw joint information as input, thereby re-establishing the value of

domain knowledge in the age of deep learning and promoting a healthy mix of tradi-

tional hand crafted techniques with modern neural network architectures to achieve

best results.

The benefit of domain knowledge is also evident from [2], where the authors pro-

pose a very sophisticated graph convolutional network to achieve state of the art

SAR results. They use a two stream architecture, where the first stream is trained

on joint coordinates as inputs, and the other stream receives bone vectors as inputs.

The authors show that the fusion of these two streams significantly boosts the per-

formance compared to either stream, which is surprising because bone vectors are

just the difference of joint positions, and intuitively, a sophisticated network receiv-

ing joint positions should have enough raw material at hand to perform all sorts of

sophisticated arithmetic on it than simple subtraction, and bone information should

not add any new information that the network cannot generate itself. Furthermore,

the enhanced version of [2] is presented in [5] by the same authors, where they add

two additional temporal streams that receive joint and bone differences of consecutive

frames as input, which is again surprising for similar reasons as the network has joint

positions of every frame and should be able to compute such simple linear arithmetic

on its own. This shows that even the most sophisticated networks of this age are far

from achieving that elusive dream, and hand engineered features remain as relevant

today as they were in the past.

Modern state-of-the art SAR networks derive superior performance by learning
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from the fusion of complementary features learned from distinct dimensions of in-

formation present in different modalities of a skeleton motion sequence. This ap-

proach has been proved to be complementary in several prior works. For instance,

from the earlier section on literature review, we observe that several works, such

as [25], [1], [4], [5], and [2], provide evidence of significant boosts in network perfor-

mance by training the network on multiple modalities present in the skeleton motion

sequence, such as: joint coordinates; bone vectors; distances and angles between prim-

itive geometries like joints, lines, and planes; temporal information such as differences

of joint positions and bone vectors in consecutive and alternate frames; and others.

Whereas [2] and [5] train multiple modalities as separate streams, [4] propose a GNN

that learns from joint and bone information together in the same network.
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Chapter 4

Methodology

Taking inspiration from the proven value of using domain knowledge with deep

networks, and the complementary nature of information in multiple modalities of a

skeleton motion sequence, this work presents novel hand engineered multi-modal in-

teraction methods for Skeleton Action Recognition (SAR) and evaluates their perfor-

mance on the current state of the art SAR neural network architectures. Specifically,

the goal is to explore the development of novel higher dimensional representations of

skeleton motion sequences that encapsulate multi-modal information of the original

lower dimensional sequences. This is because we want the network to learn richer

patterns by simultaneously observing variations occuring in different complementary

pieces of information, rather than solely from the raw skeleton joint information.

The following subsections describe the various multi-modal interaction methods

explored in this work. Whereas the prior SAR methods leverage information present

in the SAR datasets, the core idea of all of the following methods is to explore the

introduction of new higher dimensional points in the skeleton motion sequence and

to mix them with existing modalities to achieve strategic goals.
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4.1 Idea - Observation Points based Fusion Systems

While the prior SAR methods discussed in the previous chapter make use of the

information in the SAR datasets, this work explores introducing new higher dimen-

sional observation points in the scene and employing them to achieve multi-modal

fusion of different modalities in the original low dimensional dataset. Such systems

can be termed as Observation Points based Fusion System (PFS). A general PFS

construction consists of one or more new higher dimensional points, and a strategy

to integrate them with the dataset. This integration strategy is guided by the goal of

the PFS construction. In this work, we present different single- and multi-point PFS

constructions with varying goals and integration strategies, and show their merits.

4.2 Spatial Single Point Fusion System

This method introduces a higher dimensional observation point to fuse the joint

and bone modalities together into one higher dimensional representation. This creates

a different modality that enables the network to learn richer patterns and exhibits dual

properties of the original modalities, which means that the output class probability

distribution of a network’s stream trained on this method’s representation can behave

like the bone stream when fused with the joint stream and vice versa. Moreover, the

network stream trained on this representation can also boost the performance when

fused with the streams trained on original component modalities. The method is

evaluated on the J-HMDB and Kinetics-Skeleton, both of which are 2D SAR datasets.

The method is illustrated in Fig. 4.1. The original 2D skeleton datasets evaluated

in this work are first transformed into 3D datasets by assigning a third co-ordinate
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Figure 4.1: Proposed single point fusion system [3] [© 2020 IEEE]

z=0 to every joint in the dataset. This projects the entire dataset onto the X-Y plane

within 3D space. A bone in the skeleton tree hierarchy is an arc that connects pairs

of adjacent joints. A single root joint is chosen for the entire dataset and each bone

in the skeleton tree is treated as a vector having magnitude equal to the length of the

bone and direction along the arc and pointing away from the root joint. In this way,

the bone vector ~Bt
ij for the ordered pair of consecutive joints ( ~J t

i , ~J t
j) is shown as the

green vector in Fig. 4.1 and defined as:

~Bt
ij = ~J t

j− ~J t
i (4.0.1)

A 3D point ~P is chosen outside the X-Y plane as an observation point for the

entire dataset. We define the observation vector ~Ot
ij for bone ~Bt

ij as:

~Ot
ij = ~P− ~J t

i (4.0.2)
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For example, the observation vector ~Ot
ij is shown as the red vector in Fig. 4.1 and

encodes the position of the bone endpoint ~J t
i as seen from observation point ~P , and

is unique for every bone in a skeleton.

For every bone vector ~Bt
ij , we further define a normal vector ~Y t

ij as:

~Y t
ij = ~Ot

ij⊗ ~Bt
ij (4.0.3)

where ⊗ denotes the cross-product operation and ~Y t
ij is the fused representation of

our PFS, shown as the fused red-green vector in Fig. 4.1. Substituting ~Ot
ij from

Eq. 4.0.2 and ~Bt
ij from Eq. 4.0.1 into Eq. 4.0.3, ~Y t

ij can also be formulated as:

~Y t
ij = ( ~P⊗ ~Bt

ij) + ( ~J t
j⊗ ~J t

i ) (4.0.4)

Eq. 4.0.4 indicates that ~Y t
ij incorporates the information of the joints ~J t

i and ~J t
j , and

the bone ~Bt
ij that they represent. The reason to choose point ~P outside the X-Y

plane of joints is also evident from Eq. 4.0.4, because if ~P is chosen to be in the

plane, both quantities ( ~J t
j⊗ ~J t

i ) and (~P⊗ ~Bt
ij) would resolve to vectors that point

along the Z-axis, perpendicular to the X-Y plane. This would reduce the entire rep-

resentation of dataset ~Y t
ij from 2D to 1D, essentially diminishing the descriptiveness

of the information content.

4.3 Spatial Multi Point Fusion System

The following chapter on experimental results presents results which indicate the

benefit of the single point PFS construction described above. From this stage, it was

natural to explore the extension of the above idea to multiple points, and one method
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to evolve it into a multi-point PFS construction as described in this section.

The location of the observation point ~P in the single point PFS system described

in the previous section controls the following aspects of the final fused vector repre-

sentation ~Y t
ij :

• The direction of ~Y t
ij for every bone of every frame;

• The proportion of joint vs. bone information in ~Y t
ij .

As illustrated in Fig 4.2, this method learns the position of a unique observation

point for every bone of every frame of the skeleton motion sequence, which allows

every ~Y t
ij to freely point in any direction and also vary the proportion of its joint and

bone information, thereby enabling the network to learn distinctly discriminative

fused input representations for different classes.

motion happens in z = 0 plane

z = 0 plane
at time = t z = 0 plane

at time = t+1

observation points plane is  z = 1

Figure 4.2: Proposed spatial multi point fusion system
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Figure 4.3: cross-attention mechanism for generating spatial bone observation points
Part 1
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Figure 4.4: cross-attention mechanism for generating spatial bone observation points
Part 2

The implementation is illustrated in Fig 4.3 and 4.4. The end goal of this sequence

of cross-attention steps is to create the softmax scores matrix that serves as the recipe

to derive the location of observation points for every bone from the locations of input
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joint coordinates. The input to the method is a tensor of bone vectors and another

tensor of joint coordinates. The figure follows the J-HMDB Dataset specification,

which contains 15 joints per frame, where each joint contains 2D X-Y coordinates, and

14 bones between joints. Both of these tensors are passed through their own separate

embedding layers, which are linear layers followed by a non-linearity. A linear layer

is a matrix of trainable weights. The size of the first dimension of the linear layer’s

weights matrix equals the second dimension of the input tensor, which is 2 in this

case, as the coordinates are 2 dimensional. The size of the second dimension equals

the intended size of deep space, which is chosen to be 64 in the illustration. So the

linear layers FC layer 1 and FC layer 2 convert each of the 2D joint coordinates and

bone vectors into 64 dimensional vectors. Both FC layer 1 and FC layer 2 are shared

among bones and joints respectively. After passing through these layers, every bone

and joint is converted to a 64 dimensional vector. These bone embedding vectors are

moved into the query space by passing them through another linear layer FC layer 3,

and the joint embedding vectors are moved into the key space by passing them through

another linear layer FC layer 4. Next, the key space matrix is transposed to match

the inner size with query space matrix. and these two matrices are multiplied to

yield the scores matrix as shown in step 6 of Fig. 4.4. The following step applies the

softmax operation on every row of the scores matrix to get a probability distribution

of every point’s contribution towards the final learned point for every bone. This

row-wise softmax matrix is multiplied with the input tensor of joints coordinates to

get the X and Y coordinates of the observation point for every bone.

The cross-attention process described above is simplified for one attention head.

However, the cross-attention employed in this method is multi-headed following the
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Transformer architecture. This multi-head setup produces N observation points per

bone per frame, by splitting the query and key matrices along the channel dimen-

sion into N pairs of query and key sub-matrices, where each pair generates its own

independent set of observation points.

In summary, this method uses the bone vector as the query and the joint coordi-

nates as the keys of the cross-attention mechanism, which essentially conditions the

location of the learned observation point for every bone on the spatial structure of the

skeleton, enabling the network to learn discriminative configurations of observation

points for different input motion sequences.

4.4 Spatio-temporal Single Point Fusion System

P

J

J

X

Y
T

Figure 4.5: Proposed Spatio-Temporal single point fusion system

The prior configurations fuse the joint and bone information with no temporal
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knowledge, since the motion happens in the X-Y plane for every frame of skeleton

motion sequence. Conversely, this configuration attempts to extend the spatial single

point fusion system to also additionally fuse the temporal information in the final

representation in an attempt to make a more discriminating representation.

The main idea of this method, illustrated in Fig. 4.5, is to have a 3D space where

the third dimension represents time instead of the spatial z-axis. So the three axes

are now x-y-t, where t axes represents time. The first frame’s motion is placed in the

X-Y plane which is at t=0. Every successive frame is place at equal time intervals

along the positive time axes. Suppose the observation point ~P is in the plane t=-1.

Under this setup, an observation vector that connects a joint ~J t
i to point ~P is a

spatio-temporal vector, instead of the purely spatial vector in the prior experiments.

In essence, the final representation ~Y t
ij of this method fuses three modalities - joints,

bone, and time. The meaning of an observation point and the fusion strategy are the

same as in the prior configurations.

4.5 Spatio-temporal Multi Point Fusion System

In this configuration, illustrated in Fig. 4.6, we extend the previous single point

spatio-temporal PFS configuration to multi-point setting using the cross-attention

mechanism similar to that for the spatial PFS configurations.

Since the frames are placed at equal gaps along the temporal dimension, the skele-

ton motion sequence is distributed in a spatio-temporal volume. Instead of confining

the new points to a plane, this experiment uses cross-attention to learn the positions

of new observation points that are distributed inside this spatio-temporal volume of

skeleton motion frames. This enables the various observation points to watch different
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Figure 4.6: Proposed Spatio-Temporal multi point fusion system

temporal sections of motion with varying distances and view-points. For instance,

an observation point positioned in the plane t=6.5 seconds has observation vectors

pointing towards the negative time axes for the first six frames of motion, and along

the positive time axes for all the subsequent frames, enabling different treatment of

past and future frames for every observation point. Moreover, closer frames have

shorter observation vectors than distant frames which creates a gradual transition in

representation from nearby to distant frames.

The attention process to learn the locations of these observation points is illus-

trated in Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8, and described below.

The 3D (x-y-t) bone vectors and joint coordinates are passed through their own

fully connected embedding layers that map the 3D vectors to 64 dimensional vectors,
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Figure 4.7: cross-attention mechanism for generating spatio-temporal bone observa-
tion points part 1
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Figure 4.8: cross-attention mechanism for generating spatio-temporal bone observa-
tion points part 2
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followed by normalization and Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) activation layers. In the

next step, the bone embedding vectors are passed through the fully connected query

layer whereas the joint vectors are passed through the fully connected key layer. Next,

these key and query vectors are split into N different heads following the method of

the transformer network, which reduces the dimension of these vectors by the factor

of number of heads. Inside every head, every bone query vector is combined with

every joint key vector via the dot product operation, followed by the softmax which

gives the weighted score of every joint’s contribution towards the coordinates of the

observation vector for the query bone. Finally, the scores matrices of every head are

multiplied with joint coordinates to generate 3D x-y-t coordinates of N observation

points per bone.

4.6 Spatio-temporal Path Fusion System

All of the above described PFS constructions provide performance gains to deep

networks. However, several issues were identified in these constructions that hindered

further gain in performance:

• The prior PFS constructions are based on a hand engineered operation that

has very limited ability to learn even in multi-point settings. It was realized

that a purely deep learning PFS construction is needed that can leverage back-

propagation to perform sophisticated multi-modal fusion;

• The prior representations fuse only two or three modalities, whereas a deep

learned system could enable fusion of several modalities together in one repre-

sentation;
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• The prior representations only work on a single bone, whereas a deep learned

PFS could enable long range multi-modal information fusion.

To achieve these goals, this configuration aims to present a purely deep learned

observation points based fusion system, that uses self-supervised pre-training as the

integration strategy to fuse multi-modal information present in the skeleton motion

sequence with higher dimensional observation points. The method is illustrated in

Fig. 4.9. In contrast to the prior methods, the higher dimensional observation points

in this PFS construction are made to observe the long range spatial structural and mo-

tion paths instead of bones. This path observation is achieved through self-supervised

pretraining.

The PFS construction is as follows: A structural path from a joint ~J t
i to another

joint ~J t
j in the same frame at time t is defined as a sequence of points that lie on the

trajectory of joints and bones on the skeleton structure in frame t, as shown in Fig.

4.9. Every structural path has a start joint ~J t
i and an end joint ~J t

j , and there is a

unique path for every pair of joints. A motion path from a joint ~J t
i in frame at time

t to the same joint ~J t+k
i in frame at time t+k is defined as the sequence of points

that lie on the trajectory of motion of the ith joint from time t to t+k.

The trajectories of these structural and motion paths contain long range multi-

modal information. For instance, the path from left-hand to left-shoulder begins

at the left-hand, proceeds to the left-elbow via the fore-arm, and then to the left-

shoulder through the upper-arm. This path contains information of lengths and

directions of two bones (fore-arm and upper-arm), positional information of three

joints (left-hand, left-elbow, and left-shoulder), and the angle between the fore-arm

and upper-arm bones at the left-elbow. We aim to fuse all of these multiple modalities
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Figure 4.9: Spatio-temporal Path Fusion System

through higher dimensional observation points that observe this path.

This method creates one higher dimensional observation point per joint that ob-

serves all the spatial and temporal paths emanating from and ending at that joint.

To achieve this, the transformer encoder network is chosen for experiments because

its output sequence length matches the input. The input 2D x-y coordinate vectors

of every joint are first passed through a fully connected layer to move into a higher

dimensional space. Then, a sequence of transformer encoder blocks are applied to

output contextualized representations of every input joint, which are the observation

points of this method. The next step in the construction of a PFS system is the

interaction mechanism of the higher dimensional observation points with the lower

dimensional skeleton motion sequence, which happens as follows:
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• For every ordered pair of observation points, the higher dimensional bone vector

between them is defined as the difference of their output representation vectors.

• Multiple equidistance points are sampled on this bone and each point is passed

through a Fully Connected Neural Network (FCNN) that maps the higher di-

mensional space to the original 2D space of skeleton motion sequence.

• These mapped points are compelled to follow the trajectory on the skeleton

by employing a regression loss function to minimize the difference between the

coordinates of the predicted points and the ground truth points that lie on this

path.
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Chapter 5

Experimental Results

In this section, we describe the experimental setup and results of the various

Observation Points based Fusion System (PFS) systems described in the previous

section.

5.1 Spatial Single Point Fusion System Experiments

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed method on two pub-

licly available skeleton action recognition datasets, the J-HMDB Skeleton dataset

[8] and the Kinetics-Skeleton dataset [9]. The J-HMDB Skeleton dataset has

928 samples in total that are organized in three training and test splits. Each split

has around 650 training and 250 test samples. Every sample is a video with maxi-

mum 40 time frames and 15 joints per frame, where each joint is represented by its

x−y coordinate. The Kinetics-Skeleton dataset is a large scale action recognition

dataset with over 200,000 training samples and 20,000 test samples. This dataset

was created by extracting skeleton information using the CMU-OpenPose [10] pose

estimator from the Kinetics-400 action recognition dataset. Every sample has a max-

imum of 300 frames and 18 joints per frame. Each joint is represented with a triplet
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Figure 5.1: Experimental Setup for Spatial Single Point Fusion System [3] [© 2020
IEEE]

(x, y, c), where (x, y) are the joint coordinates and c is the confidence score of the

OpenPose prediction.

5.1.1 J-HMDB Skeleton Dataset Experiment

For the J-HMDB Skeleton dataset, we conduct two different experiments to

highlight the merits of the proposed method. In the first experiment, we show that

a small CNN network trained with our SSP-PFS representation significantly outper-

forms the same network trained on raw joint information. In the second experiment,

we improve the performance of current state-of-the-art DD-Net [1] network by creat-

ing a new stream in its architecture that is fed with our representation.

For the first experiment, we choose a small 2D CNN (see Fig. 5.1). The two

convolutional layers have 16 and 32 filters, respectively, of size 5 and stride 1, in

order to provide spatio-temporal context in convolutions. Each convolutional layer is

followed by a batch normalization, Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) activation, dropout

of 0.1, and max pooling layers. A linear layer with 21 output units follows at the end.
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Method # Params. (×106) Accuracy (%)

Chained Net [35] 17.50 56.8
Potion [31] 4.87 67.9
EHPI [36] 1.22 65.5

DD-Net [1]+ 1.82 77.2
Joints-CNN+ 0.1 67.2

SSP-PFS-CNN+ 0.1 73.4
DD-Net+SSP-PFS+ 1.86 78.8

Table 5.1: Spatial Single Point Fusion System Results on J-HMDB Skeleton Dataset.
Rows marked with + are results of our experiments. Other rows are results taken
from DD-Net [1] paper.

We train this network in two different settings. In the first setting called Joints-

CNN in Table 5.1, the input to the network is a batch of 2D tensors, where each

2D tensor represents an input sample and every row of this tensor represents joint

information of one frame with every joint converted to 3D point by adding a third

coordinate z=0. In the second setting called SSP-PFS-CNN in Table 5.1, we modify

the raw joint input of first setting to compute our single-point PFS representation

with the point ~P chosen at the centroid of the dataset with its z coordinate set to

z = 1, which was empirically found to be a good value. We train both settings for

500 epochs using cross-entropy and Adam optimizer with an annealing learning rate

starting from 0.001, betas set to 0.9 and 0.98, epsilon of 1e-9 and weight decay of 1e-1

on NVIDIA GTX 1080Ti GPU using the PyTorch framework.

The results from this experiment are tabulated in Table 5.1, with the reported

accuracies averaged across three splits. These results show that the small CNN net-

work gained a significant performance boost from 67.2% to 73.4% after fusing the raw

3D-joints input with a single observation point, without any change in the network

architecture and training setup.
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For the second experiment, we used the official repository code [37] of the current

state-of-the-art DD-Net [1] as the baseline. DD-Net architecture, summarized in Fig

5.1, consists of three separate streams in the initial part of the network, each taking the

joint-joint distances per frame for spatial information, consecutive frame difference

for slow motion, and the alternate frame difference for fast motion information as

inputs, respectively. The outputs of these streams are concatenated and fed as one

input to the later part of the network that we call endnet in Fig 5.1.

We enhance this network by inserting a copy of the architecture of slow motion

stream as the fourth stream that takes our PFS representation as input, and feed the

concatenated output of all four streams to endnet. We train this enhanced network

under the exact same training setup of DD-Net. The results in Table 5.1 show that

enhancing DD-Net with our PFS representation improves the state-of-the-art from

77.2 to 78.8 with little increase in network size.

5.1.2 Kinetics-Skeleton Dataset Experiment

For the Kinetics-Skeleton dataset, we used the 2s-AGCN [2] official repository

code [38] as the baseline for our experiments. Here 2s means two separate streams

of joints and bones. Our proposed architecture is shown in Fig 5.1. The baseline

network is a GCN with two separately trained streams for joint and bone information

respectively, that are merged with score fusion at the end. The architecture used for

both the streams is identical. Additionally, instead of a fixed adjacency matrix, every

layer of the GCN learns one global and one sample specific adjacency matrix and uses

their fusion to perform node updates. Every successive layer ingests the inputs from

the previous layer to compute its own node features and aggregates features from
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neighbouring nodes according to its own learned adjacency matrix.

The input to the joint stream consists of a tensor of 3 features per joint compris-

ing (x, y, c) information, for a total of 150 frames with 18 joints per frame, and an

initial body adjacency matrix. The input to the bone stream is computed by taking

differences of features of joint pairs that correspond to bones. Since the number of

bones is one less than the number of joints, an empty bone is added to match the

shape of the input joint stream.

We separately trained a third stream of this network under the exact same training

setup of 2s-AGCN with our PFS representation, where the point P is set at the X-Y

centroid of the Kinetics-Skeleton dataset with z coordinate set to z = 2, which was

found empirically to be a good value. In contrast, at z = 0.1, the PFS stream’s

accuracy was around 28% and it decreased the performance when combined with

other streams. This is because as we move too close to the X-Y plane, all cross

product vectors start to point towards the z−axis, which essentially reduces a 2-D

dataset to a 1-D dataset, losing information. We then fused the scores from this

stream with the other streams.

As observed from the results in Table 5.2, the output class probability distribution

of the third stream which learns from our PFS feature computed on the Kinetics-

Skeleton dataset, exhibits dual properties of joint and bone streams. This is evident

from the fact that our PFS stream boosts the accuracy of joint stream from 35.06% to

37.05%, which is comparable to the increase in accuracy from joint and bone stream

fusion. Similarly, we see an accuracy increase of bone stream from 34.19% to 36.32%

after fusion with the PFS stream, which is again comparable to bone and joint stream

fusion. This shows that the PFS stream behaves like the bone stream when fused
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Method Top-1 (%) Top-5 (%)

Feature Enc. [39] 14.9 25.8
Deep LSTM [11] 16.4 35.3

TCN [29] 20.3 40.0
ST-GCN [9] 30.7 52.8

GCN-NAS [33] 37.1 60.1
2-s AGCN Joint Stream only+ 35.06 57.75
2-s AGCN Bone Stream only+ 34.19 56.78
2-s Joint + Bone (baseline)+ 36.66 59.79

Proposed AGCN Stream only+ 34.34 56.48
2-s Joint + Proposed Stream+ 37.05 59.75
2-s Bone + Proposed Stream+ 36.32 58.61

2-s Joint + Bone + Proposed+ 37.37 60.22

Table 5.2: Spatial Single Point Fusion System Results on Kinetics-Skeleton Dataset.
Rows marked with + are results of our experiments. Other rows are results taken
from 2s-AGCN [2] paper.

with joint stream and vice versa.

Moreover, there is also an improvement in accuracy with the fusion of all three

streams, showing additional merit of the PFS stream.

5.2 Spatial Multi Point Fusion System Experiments

In this section, similar to the previous section, we evaluate the performance of our

proposed Spatial Multi Point Fusion System method on the J-HMDB Skeleton

dataset [8] and the Kinetics-Skeleton dataset [9].

5.2.1 J-HMDB Skeleton Dataset Experiment

For the J-HMDB Skeleton dataset, In line with the last section, we conduct

two different experiments to highlight the merits of the proposed method.

For the first experiment, we choose the same small 2D CNN (see Fig. 5.2) of the
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Figure 5.2: Experimental Setup for Spatial Multi Point Fusion System. This is an in-
formation flow diagram. The detailed internals of Spatial Multi-Point Cross-Attention
Module are explained in Figures 4.3 and 4.4

section 5.1.1 and similarly train this network in two different settings. The first setting

called Joints-CNN in Table 5.3 is identical to section 5.1.1. In the second setting

called SMP-PFS-CNN in Table 5.3, the raw joint input of first setting is modified to

compute the spatial multi-point PFS representation with multi-head cross-attention

module applied to the input as described in the previous chapter. The multi-head

architecture of cross-attention outputs N observation points per bone, which yields

an input of N channels for the first convolution layer of SMP-PFS-CNN, where each

channel is a 2D tensor of the same shape and semantics as the input to Joints-

CNN. The cross-attention module is attached to the front of the CNN and is trained

together as part of the whole network. We report results with different values of N.

The z-coordinate of the learned observation points is empirically set to z=1.

The training setup is identical to section 5.1.1 and the results from this experiment

are tabulated in Table 5.3, with the reported accuracies averaged across three splits.

These results show that the small CNN network gains a significant performance boost
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Method # Params. (×106) Accuracy (%)

Chained Net [35] 17.50 56.8
Potion [31] 4.87 67.9
EHPI [36] 1.22 65.5

DD-Net [1]+ 1.82 77.2
Joints-CNN+ 0.1 67.2

SMP-PFS-CNN(N=1)+ 0.1 73.9
SMP-PFS-CNN(N=2)+ 0.1 74.6
SMP-PFS-CNN(N=4)+ 0.1 75.7
SMP-PFS-CNN(N=8)+ 0.1 75.4

DD-Net+SMP-PFS(N=1)+ 1.86 79.0
DD-Net+SMP-PFS(N=2)+ 1.90 79.1
DD-Net+SMP-PFS(N=4)+ 1.98 79.1
DD-Net+SMP-PFS(N=8)+ 2.14 79.1

Table 5.3: Spatial Multi Point Fusion System Results on J-HMDB Skeleton Dataset.
Rows marked with + are results of our experiments. Other rows are results taken
from DD-Net [1] paper.

over the raw 3D-joints input and also performs better than the single point PFS

system of previous section, demonstrating value in using multi-point setup.

For the second experiment, we extend DD-Net with our SMP-PFS streams. In

contrast to the previous section, we create a new feature extraction stream in the

initial part of DD-Net by inserting a copy of the architecture of slow motion stream

for the output of each of the N heads in the cross-attention module, as illustrated in

Fig. 5.2. As with previous SMP experiment with CNN, the cross-attention module is

attached to the front of DD-Net and is trained together as part of the whole network.

We train this enhanced network under the exact same training setup of DD-Net, with

the z-coordinate of the learned observation points empirically set to z=1. The results

in Table 5.3 show that enhancing DD-Net with our SMP-PFS representation improves

the state-of-the-art from 77.2% to 79.1%. The increase in accuracy of this multi-point

setup over the single-point setup of section 5.1.1 is very minimal for DD-Net compared
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to the small CNN experiment because DD-Net is already a multi-stream architecture

that leverages spatio-temporal multi-modal information.

5.2.2 Kinetics-Skeleton Dataset Experiment

For the Kinetics-Skeleton dataset experiment, we separately trained a third

stream of this network under the exact same training setup of 2s-AGCN with our

SMP-PFS representation, where the multi-head cross attention module is attached

to the front of 2s-AGCN. The joints and bones are first input to the cross-attention

module and the output fused representations of every bone in each of the N heads

are concatenated along the channel dimension prior to feeding them to 2s-AGCN. We

then fused the scores from this stream with the other streams. The z-coordinate of

the learned observation points is empirically set to z=1.

As observed from the results in Table 5.4, the output class probability distribution

of the SMP-PFS stream which learns from our SMP-PFS feature computed on the

Kinetics-Skeleton dataset, exhibits dual properties of joint and bone streams. This is

evident from the fact that for all values of N, our PFS stream significantly boosts the

accuracy of both joint and bone streams and also improves accuracy further when all

three streams are fused together. However, the increase in accuracy over the single

point PFS of section 5.1.2 is less profound, because the 2s-AGCN is already a spatio-

temporal multi-stream network and the multi-point setup does not add significant

knowledge over the single-point case. This is in line with the previous SMP experi-

ment’s results with DD-Net and highlights the fact that more sophisticated networks

show less improvement over the single-point setup than simpler networks due to their

inherent ability to generate more discriminative features than simpler networks and
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Method Top-1 (%) Top-5 (%)

Feature Enc. [39] 14.9 25.8
Deep LSTM [11] 16.4 35.3

TCN [29] 20.3 40.0
ST-GCN [9] 30.7 52.8

GCN-NAS [33] 37.1 60.1
2-s AGCN Joint Stream only+ 35.06 57.75
2-s AGCN Bone Stream only+ 34.19 56.78
2-s Joint + Bone (baseline)+ 36.66 59.79

N = 1 SMP-PFS AGCN Stream only+ 34.47 56.71
2-s Joint + N=1 SMP-PFS Stream+ 37.29 60.08
2-s Bone + N=1 SMP-PFS Stream+ 36.39 58.94

2-s Joint + Bone + N=1 SMP-PFS+ 37.46 60.53
N = 2 SMP-PFS AGCN Stream only+ 34.55 56.8
2-s Joint + N=2 SMP-PFS Stream+ 37.34 60.19
2-s Bone + N=2 SMP-PFS Stream+ 36.42 59.06

2-s Joint + Bone + N=2 SMP-PFS+ 37.53 60.48
N = 4 SMP-PFS AGCN Stream only+ 34.54 56.76
2-s Joint + N=4 SMP-PFS Stream+ 37.32 60.14
2-s Bone + N=4 SMP-PFS Stream+ 36.38 58.89

2-s Joint + Bone + N=4 SMP-PFS+ 37.49 60.42

Table 5.4: Spatial Multi Point Fusion System Results on Kinetics-Skeleton Dataset.
Rows marked with + are results of our experiments. Other rows are results taken
from 2s-AGCN [2] paper.

the availability of multiple modalities of information.

5.3 Spatio-temporal Single Point Fusion System Experiments

In this section, similar to the previous sections, we evaluate the performance of

our proposed method on the J-HMDB Skeleton dataset [8] and the Kinetics-

Skeleton dataset [9].
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Figure 5.3: Experimental Setup for Spatio-Temporal Single Point Fusion System

5.3.1 J-HMDB Skeleton Dataset Experiment

For the J-HMDB Skeleton dataset, we conduct two different experiments to

highlight the merits of the proposed method.

For the first experiment, we choose the same small 2D CNN (see Fig. 5.3) of

the section 5.1.1 and similarly train this network in two different settings. The first

setting called Joints-CNN in Table 5.5 is identical to section 5.1.1. In the second

setting called STSP-PFS-CNN in Table 5.5, we modify the raw joint input of first

setting to compute our single-point PFS representation with the point ~P chosen at

the centroid of the dataset with its t coordinate empirically set to t = −1. The

results from this experiment are tabulated in Table 5.5, with the reported accuracies

averaged across three splits. These results show that the small CNN network gains a

significant performance boost from 67.2% to 71% after fusing the raw 3D-joints input

with a single observation point, without any change in the network architecture and

training setup.

For the second experiment, in line with section 5.1.1, we extend the DD-Net
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Method # Params. (×106) Accuracy (%)

Chained Net [35] 17.50 56.8
Potion [31] 4.87 67.9
EHPI [36] 1.22 65.5

DD-Net [1]+ 1.82 77.2
Joints-CNN+ 0.1 67.2

STSP-PFS-CNN+ 0.1 71
DD-Net+STSP-PFS+ 1.86 78.3

Table 5.5: Spatio-Temporal Single Point Fusion System Results on J-HMDB Skeleton
Dataset. Rows marked with + are results of our experiments. Other rows are results
taken from DD-Net [1] paper.

architecture with a copy of the slow motion stream to process our STSP-PFS repre-

sentation with the point ~P chosen at the centroid of the dataset with its t coordinate

empirically set to t = −1. The output of this new stream is concatenated with the

other feature extraction streams and fed as one input to the later part of the network

that we call endnet in Fig 5.3. We train this enhanced network under the exact same

training setup of DD-Net. The results in Table 5.5 show that enhancing DD-Net with

our STSP-PFS representation improves the state-of-the-art from 77.2% to 78.3% with

little increase in network size.

5.3.2 Kinetics-Skeleton Dataset Experiment

For the Kinetics-Skeleton dataset, we separately trained a third GCN stream

of 2s-AGCN network under the exact same training setup of 2s-AGCN with our STSP-

PFS representation, where the point P is set at the X-Y centroid of the Kinetics-

Skeleton dataset with t coordinate set to t=−1, which was found empirically to be a

good value. We then fused the scores from this stream with the other streams.

As observed from the results in Table 5.6, the output class probability distribution
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Method Top-1 (%) Top-5 (%)

Feature Enc. [39] 14.9 25.8
Deep LSTM [11] 16.4 35.3

TCN [29] 20.3 40.0
ST-GCN [9] 30.7 52.8

GCN-NAS [33] 37.1 60.1
2-s AGCN Joint Stream only+ 35.06 57.75
2-s AGCN Bone Stream only+ 34.19 56.78
2-s Joint + Bone (baseline)+ 36.66 59.79

Proposed AGCN Stream only+ 34.28 56.62
2-s Joint + Proposed Stream+ 36.97 59.89
2-s Bone + Proposed Stream+ 36.26 58.42

2-s Joint + Bone + Proposed+ 37.23 59.95

Table 5.6: Spatio-Temporal Single Point Fusion System Results on Kinetics-Skeleton
Dataset. Rows marked with + are results of our experiments. Other rows are results
taken from 2s-AGCN [2] paper.

of the third stream which learns from our PFS feature computed on the Kinetics-

Skeleton dataset, exhibits dual properties of joint and bone streams. This is evident

from the fact that our PFS stream significantly boosts the accuracy of both joint and

bone streams and also improves accuracy further when all three streams are fused

together. However, the overall accuracy is slightly worse than the spatial single-point

representation of section 5.1.2 experiments.

Comparing the STSP-PFS JHMDB and Kinetics-Skeleton dataset experiment re-

sults to SSP-PFS results of section 5.1, we observe that in all the CNN, DD-Net, and

2s-AGCN experiments, SSP-PFS outperforms the STSP-PFS, even though the STSP

representation additionally captures the temporal dimension as well in its representa-

tion, highlighting the fact that multi-modal fusion is non-trivial and many approaches

do not work as effectively. In this case, although there is a clear improvement over

the raw 3D joints input, however, the addition of temporal dimension in the PFS
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representation seems to have adversely affected its descriptiveness relative to spatial

single point setup. This can be understood by observing that although placing dif-

ferent skeleton motion frames in different temporal planes does encode the temporal

dimension in the observation vector’s length, however, as an undesired side-effect, it

also tampers the relative proportions of the joint and bone modalities in the final

representation, which may lead to sub-optimal representations.

5.4 Spatio-temporal Multi Point Fusion System Experiments

In this section, similar to the previous section, we evaluate the performance of our

proposed Spatio-Temporal Multi Point Fusion System(STMP-PFS) method on the

J-HMDB Skeleton dataset [8] and the Kinetics-Skeleton dataset [9].

5.4.1 J-HMDB Skeleton Dataset Experiment

For the J-HMDB Skeleton dataset, In line with the last section, we conduct

two different experiments to highlight the merits of the proposed method.

For the first experiment, we choose the same small 2D CNN (see Fig. 5.4) of the

section 5.1.1 and similarly train this network in two different settings.

The first setting called Joints-CNN in Table 5.7 is identical to section 5.1.1. In

the second setting called STMP-PFS-CNN in Table 5.7, the raw joint input of first

setting is modified to compute the spatio-temporal multi-point PFS representation

with multi-head cross-attention module applied to the input as described in the pre-

vious chapter. The multi-head architecture of cross-attention outputs N observation

points per bone, which yields an input of N channels for the first convolution layer of

STMP-PFS-CNN, where each channel is a 2D tensor of the same shape and semantics
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Figure 5.4: Experimental Setup for Spatio-Temporal Multi Point Fusion System. This
is an information flow diagram. The detailed internals of Spatio-Temporal Multi-Point
Cross-Attention Module are explained in Figures 4.7 and 4.8

as the first section’s input to SSP-PFS-CNN. The cross-attention module is attached

to the front of CNN and is trained together as part of the whole network. We report

results with different values of N. The training setup is identical to section 5.1.1 and

the results from this experiment are tabulated in Table 5.7, with the reported accu-

racies averaged across three splits. These results show that the small CNN network

gains a significant performance boost over the raw 3D-joints input and also performs

better than the STSP-PFS system of previous section, demonstrating value in using

multi-point setup.

For the second experiment, we extend DD-Net with our STMP-PFS streams. In

contrast to the previous section, we create a new feature extraction stream in the

initial part of DD-Net by inserting a copy of the architecture of slow motion stream

for the output of each of the N heads in the cross-attention module. As with previous

STMP experiment with CNN, the cross-attention module is attached to the front of

DD-Net and is trained together as part of the whole network. We train this enhanced
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Method # Params. (×106) Accuracy (%)

Chained Net [35] 17.50 56.8
Potion [31] 4.87 67.9
EHPI [36] 1.22 65.5

DD-Net [1]+ 1.82 77.2
Joints-CNN+ 0.1 67.2

STMP-PFS-CNN(N=1)+ 0.1 71.9
STMP-PFS-CNN(N=2)+ 0.1 72.5
STMP-PFS-CNN(N=4)+ 0.1 72.8
STMP-PFS-CNN(N=8)+ 0.1 72.8

DD-Net+STMP-PFS(N=1)+ 1.86 78.5
DD-Net+STMP-PFS(N=2)+ 1.90 78.7
DD-Net+STMP-PFS(N=4)+ 1.98 78.6
DD-Net+STMP-PFS(N=8)+ 2.14 78.6

Table 5.7: Spatio-Temporal Multi Point Fusion System Results on J-HMDB Skeleton
Dataset. Rows marked with + are results of our experiments. Other rows are results
taken from DD-Net [1] paper.

network under the exact same training setup of DD-Net.

The results in Table 5.7 show that enhancing DD-Net with our STMP-PFS rep-

resentation improves the state-of-the-art from 77.2% to 78.7%. Similar to SMP-PFS,

the performance increase of the spatio-temporal multi-point setup over the spatio-

temporal single-point setup is less profound in DD-Net compared to the small CNN

experiment because DD-Net is already a multi-stream architecture that leverages

spatio-temporal multi-modal information.

5.4.2 Kinetics-Skeleton Dataset Experiment

For the Kinetics-Skeleton dataset experiment, we separately trained a third

stream of this network under the exact same training setup of 2s-AGCN with our

STMP-PFS representation, where the multi-head cross attention module is attached

to the front of 2s-AGCN. The joints and bones are first input to the cross-attention
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Method Top-1 (%) Top-5 (%)

Feature Enc. [39] 14.9 25.8
Deep LSTM [11] 16.4 35.3

TCN [29] 20.3 40.0
ST-GCN [9] 30.7 52.8

GCN-NAS [33] 37.1 60.1
2-s AGCN Joint Stream only+ 35.06 57.75
2-s AGCN Bone Stream only+ 34.19 56.78
2-s Joint + Bone (baseline)+ 36.66 59.79

N = 1 STMP-PFS AGCN Stream only+ 34.31 56.54
2-s Joint + N=1 STMP-PFS Stream+ 37.03 59.85
2-s Bone + N=1 STMP-PFS Stream+ 36.19 58.27

2-s Joint + Bone + N=1 STMP-PFS+ 37.16 59.89
N = 2 STMP-PFS AGCN Stream only+ 34.38 56.62
2-s Joint + N=2 STMP-PFS Stream+ 37.11 59.84
2-s Bone + N=2 STMP-PFS Stream+ 36.27 58.50

2-s Joint + Bone + N=2 STMP-PFS+ 37.35 60.18
N = 4 STMP-PFS AGCN Stream only+ 34.46 56.75
2-s Joint + N=4 STMP-PFS Stream+ 37.24 59.98
2-s Bone + N=4 STMP-PFS Stream+ 36.39 58.87

2-s Joint + Bone + N=4 STMP-PFS+ 37.42 60.30

Table 5.8: Spatio-Temporal Multi Point Fusion System Results on Kinetics-Skeleton
Dataset. Rows marked with + are results of our experiments. Other rows are results
taken from 2s-AGCN [2] paper.

module and the output fused representations of every bone in each of the N heads

are concatenated along the channel dimension prior to feeding them to 2s-AGCN. We

then fused the scores from this stream with the other streams.

As observed from the results in Table 5.8, the output class probability distribution

of the STMP-PFS stream which learns from our STMP-PFS feature computed on the

Kinetics-Skeleton dataset, exhibits dual properties of joint and bone streams and is

also complementary to them. However, the increase in accuracy over the STSP-PFS

is less profound, again because of the already complex multi-modal architecture of
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2s-AGCN.

In addition to the advantage of multi-point setup, the improvement in accuracy

of STMP-PFS over STSP-PFS could also be attributed to the freedom of motion

available to learned observation points, which somewhat relaxes the adverse side-

effects arising out of competition between the three modalities of joints, bones, and

time.

5.5 Spatio-temporal Path Fusion System Experiments

In this section, we evaluate the performance of a purely deep learned PFS system

called the Spatio-Temporal Path Fusion System(STPFS), presented in the previous

chapter, on the transformer and DD-Net networks and discusses the challenges in

the current approach. For this experiment, we use the transformer implementation

available at [40]. We use the transformer encoder network consisting of a stack of

four encoders as the baseline and augment it with our training setup of STPFS, as

illustrated in Fig. 4.9 of previous chapter. The word size of transformer is a vector of

16 dimensions and the sequence length equals the number of all joints in the entire

skeleton motion sequence. For instance, if the motion sequence contains 40 frames and

15 joints per frame, then the sequence length for transformer encoder is 600(=40x15).

The 2D joint coordinates are first transformer through the fully connected embedding

layer, which takes a 2D vector as input and outputs 16 D vector. This is followed by

normalization and ReLU activation. Next, these 16D vectors are positionally encoded

according to the transformer’s encoding algorithm. Next, this sequence is passed

through the stack of transformer encoders and the contextualized output’s sequence

length and word size remain unchanged, i.e., 600 and 16, respectively. These outputs
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are the higher dimensional observation points that will be used to observe spatial and

temporal paths emanating from and ending at various joints. At this stage, these

output vectors of observation points are subtracted for every ordered pair of joints in

the spatial and temporal dimension, as described in the previous chapter, to create

the higher dimensional bone vector for the ordered pair and 20 equidistant points are

sampled on this higher dimensional bone. These sampled points are passed through

a fully connected space mapping network(SMN) that takes a 16D vector as input

and outputs a 2D vector as output, to map from the higher dimensional space to

the original 2D space of joint coordinates. This SMN has 3 Fully Connected Layer

(FCL)s with 256, 128 and 2 as the output dimensions of these layers, respectively,

and first two FCLs are followed by ReLU activation, normalization, and dropout

layers with dropout set to 0.1. The set of 2D mapped points are enforced to follow

the respective spatial or temporal paths by computing the smooth L1 loss with the

ground truth set of 2D vectors that are computed per sample from the dataset.

In the first experiment, we first compare the performance of the raw transformer

encoder network to the augmented multi-task network that additionally performs the

above training along with the main classification task on the J-HMDB dataset. Both

settings are trained for 300 epochs using the Adam optimizer with annealing learning

rate starting at 1e-3. The results of these experiments are labelled as Transformer

and Transformer+STPFS in Table 5.9, and a 2% increment is seen in performance

increase in the latter case with the multi-task training, showing merit of the STPFS

training. In the second experiment, we pre-train the transformer with the STPFS

task for 300 epochs and use the embeddings extracted from it to feed as input to

a newly created feature extraction stream in the initial part of DD-Net which is a
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Method # Params. (×106) Accuracy (%)

Chained Net [35] 17.50 56.8
Potion [31] 4.87 67.9
EHPI [36] 1.22 65.5

DD-Net [1]+ 1.82 77.2
Transformer+ 0.1 51

Transformer+STPFS+ 0.1 53
DD-Net+STPFS+ 1.86 77.6

Table 5.9: Spatio-Temporal Path Fusion System Results on J-HMDB Skeleton
Dataset. Rows marked with + are results of our experiments. Other rows are re-
sults taken from DD-Net [1] paper.

copy of its slow-motion stream. This experiment is labelled as DD-Net + STPFS,

in Table 5.9, and shows a 0.4% increase over the baseline DD-Net. The increase in

accuracy is small for DD-Net owing to already already multi-modal and multi-stream

architecture that uses both spatial and temporal information, so there is little benefit

of adding the STPFS, but the impact is significant on simpler architectures.

5.6 Limitations

The architecture of SSP and SMP experiments are limited to fusion of only two

modalities with little scope of incorporating additional modalities. This surfaces as

a limitation in STSP and STMP experiments which attempt to enhance the prior

methods to additionally fuse time but disturb the relative proportion of joint and

bone modalities, thereby creating less optimal fused representations.

Although the STPFS architecture shows promise in its ability to fuse multiple

modalities, however, the experiments highlight the following limitations in the current

idea –

• The STPFS experiments could not be executed on large datasets such as the
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Kinetics-Skeleton because the ground-truth path matrices dataset is orders of

magnitude larger than the original dataset. For JHMDB, the original dataset

is 10 MB, but the ground truth path dataset is about 30 GB in size. Due to

this drastic increase in size, this method is not scalable to large datasets.

• The performance increase on state-of-the-art JHMDB network, DD-Net, is

small, which hints that the idea needs further evolution to be highly discrim-

inative. For instance, the method treats all paths between all ordered pairs

equally, but it is intuitive to realize that different spatio-temporal paths would

be more relevant for certain actions than others, such guidance is not available

in the dataset.

• Whereas the previous methods enabled the control of relative proportion of

multi-modal information through the location of the observation point, it is

not clear in this setting how such control of relative proportions of multiple

modalities could be achieved.

Future work will aim to develop PFS constructions to alleviate these drawbacks.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

Fusion of multiple modalities of information present in skeleton motion sequence

is a vital component behind the success of modern state-of-the-art deep networks for

skeleton action recognition. However, multi-modal fusion is a complex problem that

requires carefully crafted mechanisms to achieve superior results and trivial fusion

approaches do not typically work. To this end, this work presents to idea of Ob-

servation Points based Fusion System (PFS) that introduce new higher dimensional

observation points in the skeleton motion sequence and employ them to fuse multiple

input modalities and control their relative proportions in the final representation.

A novel spatial single-point multi-modal PFS is presented for fusing joint and bone

information that enhances original modalities, fuses constructively with other network

streams and can be easily integrated in existing networks. This idea is further evolved

into a multi-point system that uses attention mechanism to choose point locations,

which also enables the network to control the relative amounts of joint and bone

information per bone in the final representation.

Single and multi point versions of a different but related PFS system are also ex-

plored which further fuse the temporal information with the joint and bone modalities
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and the results are found to be competing with the pure spatial methods.

These experiment highlight that beyond a certain point, the hand-engineered com-

ponent of these representations becomes a bottleneck in achieving higher performance

gains, which necessitates the exploration of more intricate deep learned versions of

PFS systems.

To this end, a purely deep learned PFS construction is presented that uses a

self-supervised pre-training strategy to generate higher dimensional path observation

points to learn long range multi-modal structural and motion information including

joint positions, bone lengths and directions and angles between them. This system

shows higher gains in performance in certain network configurations.

In the future, we will evolve the current ideas into more sophisticated PFS systems

that use deep learning to model all aspects of a PFS system, such as the location of

points, their association to skeleton motion sequence, and the fusion strategy.
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